Informit A+ Education

Informit A+ Education provides over 30 years of globally relevant education research designed for the teaching and research professional. Created in partnership with the peak education, assessment and teacher research body – the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) – Informit A+ Education contains in-depth coverage of the learning, teaching and management issues facing all teaching professionals. Contributions come from leading researchers in teacher training and include articles on policy, curriculum and pedagogical developments.

Features and Benefits

- Over 200,000 records including full text articles and index records from 165 resources, starting from 1978
- Publications dedicated to teacher education, theory and practice in primary, secondary and higher education, special education, school management and more
- Central access to authoritative information for the education sector worldwide
- A tool for students, educators and researchers to enhance their knowledge, skills and professional development

Search Platform Features

- Personalised—track content of interest to you with email alerts, RSS and search history tools
- Discoverable—find Informit content fast via global discovery services including Google Scholar, Trove, OCLC WorldCat, Ex Libris Primo, ProQuest Summon Service and EBSCO Discovery Service
- Integrated—link to Informit content from your library catalogue
- Measurable—monitor COUNTER compliant usage statistics using Informit Admin
- Customisable—manage display options, linking preferences and authentication options with Informit Admin

Start searching
https://www.informit.org

Request a quote or free trial
https://www.informit.org/trial-and-quote

Contact Informit
Australia and New Zealand
T +61 3 9925 8210
E support.informit@rmit.edu.au
Informit A+ Education

Informit A+ Education brings together over 30 years of content indexed by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER). The database encompasses all aspects of learning and bridges the gap between research and practice for students and educators.

Key subjects

Informit A+ Education covers research for all levels of education, from early childhood to higher education. Subjects include:
- Classroom dynamics
- Education policy
- Student learning
- Teaching methods
- Teacher training

Key titles

- Australasian Journal of Early Childhood
- Australasian Journal of Gifted Education
- Australian Journal of Adult and Community Education
- Australian Journal of Education
- Special Education Perspectives

About Informit

Informit provides access to unique specialist content through its collection of over 100 databases. These cover a wide range of subjects, including health, engineering, business, education, law, humanities and social sciences. Informit’s products—Collections and Media—contain content sourced from publishers, associations and peak professional bodies as well as international authors.

From its head office in Melbourne, Australia, Informit works with library consortia, associations and agents to help users advance their research through access to peer-reviewed and specialist journals, monographs, reports, conference papers and bibliographic indexes, collated with a focus on regional perspectives and otherwise hard-to-find research.

Informit products provide access to authoritative research from Australia, New Zealand, Asia-Pacific and around the world.

“The Australian Council for Educational Research has been partnering with Informit for over 5 years. We appreciate the professionalism of the company and know that A+ Education is being represented in the spirit of improving learning—our company motto.”

Lance Deveson, Former Library and Information Manager, ACER
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